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Guest Editorial
Special Issue on Multidisciplinary Perspectives on

Mechanisms of Language Learning

I. SCOPE OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

HUMANS excel at learning from other humans [item 1)
in the Appendix). Language facilitates such learning

and plays a crucial role. On the one hand, it coordinates
our interactions and cooperative behavior [item 2) in the
Appendix). On the other hand, language and communication
allow to directly incorporate novel knowledge gathered from
social interaction or from reading [item 3) in the Appendix).
It has been a long-standing goal of artificial intelligence
to leverage such communicative abilities [item 4) in the
Appendix) for robots and smart software agents which would,
at first, simplify our interactions with machines through a more
human-like way of coordinating between humans and robots.
But furthermore, this would allow us to easily teach these
machines, increasing their abilities and skills further which
would allow them to become real partners and companions.

As we turn towards communication in humans for inspira-
tion [item 5) in the Appendix), we should consider as well
how these capabilities develop [item 6) in the Appendix)
and are learned [item 7) in the Appendix). Children acquire
language by interacting with their caregivers and others in
their social environment. When children start to talk, their
sensory-motor intelligence (visual perception, body movement,
navigation, object manipulation, auditory perception, and
articulatory control) is already reaching a high level of com-
petence [items 8) and 9) in the Appendix). Importantly,
communication is based on representations and skills that have
started to develop much earlier and that are shaped already in
first (social) interactions [items 10) and 11) in the Appendix).
These interactions are multimodal in nature and vary across
contexts. The contexts vary not only across developmental time
and situations within individuals but also between individuals,
socioeconomic groups, and cultures. Continuously, representa-
tions become further enriched in ongoing interactions and across
different contexts [item 12) in the Appendix). A developmental
perspective allows putting a focus on different mechanisms or
influences that contribute differently over time and analyze
these as well as their interactions more closely.

There is now an increasing number of approaches in devel-
opmental robotics [item 7) in the Appendix) that start to model
communication. Such approaches have already lead to key
insights. For example, the continuous acquisition of knowl-
edge in different contexts and being able to further enrich
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the underlying representations provides a potentially power-
ful mechanism (cross-situational learning) that is already well
recognized in learning in children. Still, we need to know
more about how children recognize contexts and how their
language learning benefits from different language use varying
across contexts as the emergence of symbolic communication
is still an open problem. We are still lacking unifying theo-
ries [item 13) in the Appendix) and implementations that show
how cooperation and interaction skills could emerge in long-
term experiments with populations of robotic agents or how
these skills develop in children.

To this end, the special issue surveys the state of the art
of the emergence of communication in humans and applied
on artificial systems. The contributions include, first, develop-
mental studies that range from experiments with a focus on
specific contributions of mechanisms over longitudinal studies
on language learning in children to cross-linguistic compar-
isons. Second, it consists of language learning models and
representations for language learning. Importantly, in many
of the presented research, both perspectives are addressed as
clearly defined phenomena are identified, often further inves-
tigated through experimentation and addressed in a modeling
approach that helps to understand hypothetical underlying
mechanisms and allows driving further analysis and research
questions. Overall, the special issue brings together quite
diverse disciplines, as are developmental psychology, robotics,
artificial language evolution, complex systems science, com-
putational linguistics, and machine learning.

II. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE

This special issue includes 13 articles. These articles con-
tribute toward understanding language learning from different
perspectives, including experimental and developmental stud-
ies, as well as modeling approaches. In particular, there are
two complementary and overlapping overarching perspectives.
On the one hand, there is a specific focus on the act of
communication and interaction, as well as underlying mecha-
nisms [item 14) in the Appendix). On the other hand, a focus
is on representation and the organization of the underlying
conceptual systems [item 15) in the Appendix).

In “An epigenetic approach to semantic categories,”
Gärdenfors provides an overview of the organization of long-
term memory and in particular the structure of conceptual
spaces. He characterizes five primary knowledge structures
as fundamental dimensions of conceptual spaces: 1) space;
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2) objects; 3) actions; 4) numbers; and 5) events. This arti-
cle reviews psychological work highlighting the emergence
of these aspects in child development. This can provide a
foundation for conceptual systems in robots, and it is used to
argue for such an epigenetic model of language acquisition
that employs these dimensions.

Multiple studies address how language influences the learn-
ing of representations. Beckage et al. in “Quantifying the role
of vocabulary knowledge in predicting future word learning”
present a neural network-based approach that models learning of
vocabulary. While past research on children’s language learning
was mainly based on child information—such as the number of
words a child knows—they focus on the influence of detailed
vocabulary knowledge for future language learning. A com-
parison of the results of different feature models demonstrated
that both the vocabulary knowledge and the way the words are
represented affect the prediction of future language learning.
Such a model was able to successfully predict longitudinal data
on vocabulary learning in children (aged 15–36 months).

Importantly, representational systems are multimodal and a
conceptual system must be able to bind together information
from different modalities. Multiple contributions address this
aspect and in particular, how language supports learning such
bindings and how language is deeply integrated into such
representational structures. As a first example, the article
“Neurocomputational models capture the effect of learned labels
on infants’ object and category representations” by Capelier-
Mourguy et al. addresses the question of how labels are
integrated into representational structures. Starting from the
experimental finding that children look longer toward recently
named objects compared to nonlabeled objects, the authors
present an autoencoder neural network model that differentiates
between two possible theoretical accounts. As a result, their sim-
ulation data support an account in which labels are considered
as features on the same level as haptic or visual information.

Xie et al. in “Integrating image-based and knowledge-based
representation learning” provide supporting brain evidence that
highlights the emergence of representations used in language
from regularities and co-occurrence of features among differ-
ent modalities. Representations are assumed as structures that
bind together information from different sources and become
accessible through language. They propose an image-based
knowledge representation learning model that combines fea-
tures extracted through a deep convolutional neural network
and structured information representations.

A recurrent neural network model is presented by Hinaut
and Twiefel in “Teach your robot your language! Trainable
neural parser for modeling human sentence processing:
Examples for 15 languages” that learns to map an input
sentence toward a thematic role represented as a meaning
structure. While the model had already been applied success-
fully before, here the authors show that the underlying learned
representation transfers to different languages. The model is
realized as an echo state network and is applied in 15 different
languages which demonstrates that the underlying structure of
the core of the network is not reflecting the particular sentence
structure of an individual language, but could be assumed
to capture the emerging conceptual structure. The authors
propose to apply such a model in a real robotic architecture.

In “The subject–object asymmetry revisited: Experimental
and computational approaches to the role of information struc-
ture in children’s argument omissions,” Graf et al. challenge
the subject–object hypothesis which assumes that in childrens’
language use subjects are more often omitted than objects.
First, they present a study that did not show this effect for
German children using constructions that are matched for dis-
course pragmatics but differ with respect to the ordering of
arguments (subject–verb–object and in contrast object–verb–
subject). In their findings, ordering of arguments appears as the
decisive factor as initial arguments—independent of being sub-
ject or object—are significantly more often omitted compared
to final arguments. Second, they propose a computational
model with recency bias and show that this can account for
the described effect.

As learning of representation occurs mostly in social con-
texts, there are further studies that broaden their scope toward
such a more social perspective. As a first example, Acevedo-
Valle et al. focus on a lower level of learning of vocalization
in their article titled “Social reinforcement in artificial prelin-
guistic development: A study using intrinsically motivated
exploration architectures.” In their sensorimotor model, the
authors combine two influences that drive learning. On the
one hand, intrinsic motivation autonomously drives explorative
behavior. On the other hand, the authors found that the emer-
gence of complex structures required social reinforcement in
their simulation. They argue that this stresses the importance
of social reinforcement signals in interactions between mothers
and children for prelinguistic development.

In “Beyond the self: Using grounded affordances to interpret
and describe others’ actions” by Saponaro et al., a learning
architecture is proposed that, initially, learns object affordances
as associations of object properties, actions, and the result-
ing effects through explorative manipulation of objects. This
representation is afterward connected to language through the
learning of labels. In the next step, a mapping from own action
representations toward similar actions performed by a human
is acquired. Knowledge of details of the own actions is used
for prediction and to infer the current task. The integration
of the different representations and binding of complementary
information is seen as a prerequisite for social collaboration
between humans and robots.

In “When object color is a red herring: Extraneous percep-
tual information hinders word learning via referent selection,”
Horst et al. consider how bindings of such a representation
generalize depending on the context of the communicative sit-
uation. First, an experiment is presented in which two and a
half year old children learned novel labels for objects. These
objects were presented together with distractor objects that
either were all of the same color or differed in color from
the target object. During testing, children showed problems
in the generalization of novel concepts when learning that
these simply could be distinguished based on color. In con-
trast, when learning that all objects were of the same color,
children showed better generalization. It appears that other
forms of representation and features were learned additionally
and bound together during the learning phase. The experiment
was reproduced in an epigenetic multimodal architecture that
models binding different information sources, such as color
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and shape, together. Overall, the experiment shows how less
information can guide learning and in this way allow for better
generalization.

Learning across situations in adults was analyzed using
experimental data on adults’ gaze behavior. In “Adults use
cross-situational statistics for word learning in a conservative
way” by Aussems and Vogt, experimental data are captured
on gaze behavior in a cross-situational word learning task in
which the correct word-referent mapping is to be established
from a series of ambiguous scenes. The study compares differ-
ent word-learning strategies and finds that participants mostly
rely on a conservative cross-situational learning strategy for
consecutive learning, rather than on a strategy that is more
driven by a guess-and-test approach. The authors argue that
many of the guess-and-test accounts for word learning are
consistent with experiments where participants are forced to
select a potential meaning of a novel word. However, in the
real world, learners are not forced to choose, but instead can
be more conservative and wait until they have seen enough
instances to actually disambiguate the different scenes.

Bortfeld and Oghalai turn toward the importance of joint
attention in a learning setting in “Joint attention in hearing
parent–deaf child and hearing parent–hearing child dyads.” In
particular, they contrast how joint attention is established dif-
ferently when there is no shared formal communication system
between interaction partners. This is the case in deaf children
who go through early cochlear implant surgery and the parents
do not know a visual language. In their experimental study,
the authors compares hearing parent–hearing child dyads with
hearing parent–deaf child dyads. As a group difference, they
find that during the free play sessions, hearing parent–hearing
child dyads engage in successful interactions in which parents
initiate joint attention to a significantly greater proportion of
time than in hearing parent–deaf child dyads. Interestingly,
regardless of the child’s hearing ability, hearing parents tend
to use the auditory modality to engage their children, which
behavior can serve to explain the larger proportion of unsuc-
cessful parent-initiated joint attention in hearing parent–deaf
child dyads. Overall, the authors emphasize the child’s role in
establishing joint attention and different modalities that need
to be investigated more.

Besides joint attention, in larger groups, it becomes impor-
tant to establish who is currently speaking. Stefanov et al. pro-
pose a self-supervised machine learning model that can detect
the active speaker in “Self-supervised vision-based detection
of the active speaker as support for socially aware language
acquisition.” The architecture integrates multimodal input from
multispeaker interaction scenarios and binds together audi-
tory and visual input. The neural network model is trained
in an unsupervised fashion and reaches a high accuracy. Such
a model can be seen as a prerequisite for artificial systems that
should communicate in groups of persons.

The final contribution addresses interaction on a level
of turn-taking. In “Multimodal turn-taking: Motivations,
methodological challenges, and novel approaches,” Rohlfing
et al. deal with interaction partners’ exchange. They empha-
size the sequential nature of interaction and that this should be
reflected in studies as well as models of turn taking. Through

their analysis of corpus data in early interactions, they show that
the structure of this process emerges from sources of different
modalities, and the partners respond to the multimodal pat-
terns of interaction. As a conclusion, they further highlight that
interaction requires such a dynamic and multimodal perspective.

III. CONCLUSION

Language—as a symbolic system—allows us to conceptu-
alize reality [item 16) in the Appendix) and transmit these
conceptualizations to others. But in order to serve commu-
nication, such conceptualization has to be shared between
agents. This requires that, on the one hand, language is a
social mechanism. It emerges as a population of agents nego-
tiate and coordinate which symbols to use in order to talk
about the world. On the other hand, language as a concep-
tualization of the world has to be grounded [item 17) in the
Appendix) and embodied [item 16) in the Appendix): it has to
be strongly connected and integrated with multimodal percep-
tions as well as actions [items 18) and 19) in the Appendix).
Importantly, learning of language is, therefore, deeply inter-
twined with the development of representations and embedded
as well as guided in social interactions. This special issue con-
tributes here to a broad perspective on this dynamic learning
process and puts a focus on different mechanisms that high-
light the social nature of language learning or the development
of embodied conceptual representation.
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